SWEEPSTAKES
MINIATURE PINSCHERS
JUDGE: Ms Donna Renton

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Dogs 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.


STORMIN'S SMART ALEC. TS146806/01. 10/21/2012. BREEDER: Norman Stenberg & Marie C Steinberg. By GCH Beall's Jr V Copperspur-CH Satin's Small Craft Warning. OWNER: Catherine Bailey & Marie C Steinberg.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.
(21) DAVILG FLAMING CONFUSION. TS124124/03. 08/24/2012. BREEDER: Vicky Ilg. By Ch Lulin Unbridled Action-Ch Davilg's Dreamland Express. OWNER: Vicky Ilg.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Junior Dogs 12 Mos & Under 18 mos.
(5) CH CH WANNABEE M'DADDY'S HOOKED ON HOOCH. TS094057/01. 01/20/2012. BREEDER: Carole Rerko / Ken Rerko. By Ch CH Wannabee M'Daddy Drinksalot UDX-Ch CH Wannabee Biker Blanche. OWNER: Myrna Keyser / Dixie Keyser.

ALEIGH SATIN'S I'M A RENAGADE. TS088268/01. 01/06/2012. BREEDER: Janis Leigh & Judy I Stout-Reynolds. By GCH Beall's JR V Copperspur-CH Aleigh's Satin Diamond Lyl. OWNER: Janis Leigh & Judy I Stout-Reynolds.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.
(12) STORMIN'S BAD MOON RISING. TS146806/03. 10/21/2012. BREEDER: Norman Stenberg & Marie C Stenberg. By GCH CH Beall's JR V Copperspur-CH Satin's Small Craft Warning. OWNER: Marie C Stenberg & Norman Stenberg.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Junior Bitches 12 Mos & Under 18 mos.
(20) DAVILG UNBRIDLED CHAOS. TS124124/01. 08/24/2012. BREEDER: VICKY ILG. By Ch LULIN UNBRIDLED ACTION-Ch DAVILGS'S DREAMLAND EXPRESS. OWNER: VICKY L ILG.


MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Junior Bitches 12 Mos & Under 18 mos.
(36) WINTERS DELKAMAR I THINK IM A ROCKSTAR. TS121268/03. 04/05/2012. BREEDER: Elizabeth & Ken Kammuller & Katie Winters. By GCh Brackley My Amazing Warrior-Ch Winters I'm A Star At Delkamar. OWNER: Katie Winters.

REGULAR CLASSES
MINIATURE PINSCHERS
JUDGE: Mr Garry Clausing

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Dogs 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.
11 BLAKSWAN RISINGSTAR REMEMBER WHEN. TS148470/02. 09/27/2012. BREEDER: Carol
Dry / Salina Bailey. By Ch Risingstar Party Animal-Ch Blakswan Sugarland. OWNER: Carol Dry
Salina Bailey.

15 TERALEA'S RED HOT AND RECKLESS. ZY488635/01. 12/17/2012. BREEDER: Myrna Keyser
Dixie Keyser. By Ch GCH Teralea's Smooth Operator-Ch GCH Wammabee Biker Barbie. OWNER:
Myrna Keyser Dixie Keyser.

2 19 STORMIN'S SMART ALEC. TS146806/01. 10/21/2012. BREEDER: Norman Stenberg & Marie C
Steinberg. By GCH Beall's Jr V Copperspur-CH Satin's Small Craft Warning. OWNER: Catherine
Bailey & Marie C Steinberg.

1/R 31 BE RIGHT'S WALKING ON A DREAM. TS161672/01. 10/28/2012. BREEDER: Dorothy Wright.
By Shasta Risingstar Walking On A Dream-Wannabee Miss Babcock. OWNER: Dorothy Wright /
Lisa Uhacz.

4 33 RISINGSTAR IT'S MY LIFE. TS139144/02. 09/28/2012. BREEDER: Carol Dry and Deborah
Stumm. By Ch RisingStar U Can't Make Me-Ch RisingStar American Anthem. OWNER: Caro Dry
and Deborah Stumm.

3 41 RISINGSTAR BECAUSE WE CAN. TS139144/05. 09/28/2012. BREEDER: Deborah L. Stumm
Carol Dry. By Ch RisingStar U Cant Make Me-Ch RisingStar American Anthem. OWNER: Deborah
L. Stumm Carol Dry.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos .

1 39 LULIN JUST BEE CRUZIN AT SOWLITTLETHYME. TS135967/01. 08/31/2012. BREEDER:
Jennifer Littrell John Littrell. By Ch RisingStar U Cant Make Me-Lulin Still The One. OWNER: Carol
D. Dry Deborah L. Stumm Jennifer Littrell.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs .

1 9 BLAKSWAN RISINGSTAR ONE FOR THE ROAD. TS148470/03. 09/27/2012. BREEDER: Carol
Dry / Salina Bailey. By Ch Risingstar Party Animal-Ch Blakswan Sugarland. OWNER: Carol Dry
Salina Bailey.

3 17 ALEIGH SATIN'S I'M S A RENAGADE. TS088268/01. 01/06/2012. BREEDER: Janis Leigh & Judy
I Stout-Reynolds. By GCH Beall's JR V Copperspur-CH Aleigh's Satin Diamond Lyl. OWNER: Janis
Leigh & Judy I Stout-Reynold.

4 21 DAVILG FLAMING CONFUSION. TS124124/03. 08/24/2012. BREEDER: Vicky Ilg. By Ch Lulin
Unbridled Action-Ch Davilg's Dreamland Express. OWNER: Vicky Ilg.

27 GEMINI DIRTY DEEDS DONE DIRT CHEAP. TS079733/02. 11/23/2011. BREEDER: Kelly
Kirkland & Christine M Smith. By CH Aztex Weding Singer-Aztex Red Diamonds. OWNER: Kelly
Kirkland.

2 35 RISINGSTAR HEIR TO THE THRONE. TS126301/01. 07/13/2012. BREEDER: Carol Dry and Deborah
Stumm. By Ch GCH RisingStar Party Animal-Ch RisingStar Ulterior Motives. OWNER: Carol
Dry and Deborah Stumm.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Dogs Black & Rust Red .

1 29 GEMINI-AZTEX BLACK FOREST TITANIUM. TS004020/03. 10/28/2010. BREEDER: Kelly
Kirkland & Christine M Smith. By CH Aztex Shiver Me Timbers-Aztex Red Diamonds. OWNER: Kelly
Kirkland.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Dogs Red .

1/W 7 MIGHTYMITES NATIVE DANCER. TS150396/01. 12/09/2011. BREEDER: Bonnie & Steve
Foster. By Ch Glenhavens Red Hot Flame-Ch Mightymites Spirit Of The West. OWNER: Bonnie &
Steve Foster.

2 25 SUNWIND & KLASYX AND I'M NOT JOKIN'. TS096872/02. 11/14/2011. BREEDER: owners. By
Ch Beall's Jr V Copperspur-Sunwinds Peppermint Patty. OWNER: Rosanna Spooner Jo Strabeck &
Ann Stout.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .

A 26 STORMIN'S AIN'T MISS B HAVEN WOW. TS146806/02. 10/21/2012. BREEDER: Norman
Stenberg & Marie Stenberg. By Ch GCH Ch Beall's Jr V Copperspur-Ch Satin's Small Craft
Warning. OWNER: Terry Rothell & Marie Stenberg.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.


2 20 DAVILG UNBRIDLED CHAOS. TS124124/01. 08/24/2012. BREEDER: VICKY ILG. By Ch LULIN UNBRIDLED ACTION-Ch DAVILGS'S DREAMLAND EXPRESS. OWNER: VICKY L ILG.

3 30 LULIN QUEEN FRANCINE AT SOWLITTLETHYME. TS135967/02. 08/31/2012. BREEDER: Jennifer Littrell & Luis M & Linda J Colarte. By Ch Rising Star U Cant Make Me-Lulin Still the One. OWNER: Jennifer Littrell.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Amateur-Owner-Handler Bitches.


MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches.

1/R 12 STORMIN'S BAD MOON RISING. TS146806/03. 10/21/2012. BREEDER: Norman Stenberg & Marie C Stenberg. By GCH CH Beall's JR V Copperspur-CH Satin's Small Craft Warning. OWNER: Marie C Stenberg & Norman Stenberg.


2 38 RISINGSTAR EDGE OF GLORY. TS141903/01. 07/21/2012. BREEDER: Carol D. Dry Deborah L. Stumm. By Ch Lulin Unbridled Action-Ch RisingStar Road To Glory. OWNER: Deborah L. Stumm Carol Dry.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, American-Bred Bitches.

1 40 BRACKLEY ALL THINGS BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL. TS038566/02. 05/17/2011. BREEDER: Wendy Boyette. By Ch Brackley Man About Town Too-Ch Brackley Bright Promises. OWNER: Daniel Haney & Keri Haney & Wendy Boyette.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Red.


2 36 WINTERS DELKAMAR I THINK IM A ROCKSTAR. TS121268/03. 04/05/2012. BREEDER: Elizabeth & Ken Kammuller & Katie Winters. By GCh Brackley My Amazing Warrior-Ch Winters I'm A Star At Delkamar. OWNER: Katie Winters.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Veteran Dogs.

1 37 CH SATIN'S FIRE CRACKER. TR442674/01. 10/05/2005. BREEDER: Judy Stout-Reynolds. By Chateau Acres Some Turbo-Ch Satin's Ramblin Daze Mae. OWNER: Judy Stout-Reynolds.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Best of Breed Competition.

5 CH CH WANNABEE M'DADDY'S HOOKED ON HOOCH. TS094057/01. 01/20/2012. BREEDER: Carole Rerko Ken Rerko. By CH Wannabee M'Daddy Drinksalot UDX-Ch CH Wannabee Biker Blanche. OWNER: Myrna Keyser Dixie Keyser.


MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Brood Bitch.